English translation of Page 8 of Issue 1 of the Pasos magazine of Xabia Bella

Our Thanks ………Year 2010

The U3A Association of Jávea was kind enough to give a donation to our Home.
This donation of €3.400 has been used and will be used to purchase materials and carry out leisure and free
time activities for the patients, examples of which are shown on the following pages. This helps us, amongst
other things, to be able to organize different kinds of activities and the patients really enjoy themselves.
This donation was presented by the (then) President of the Jávea U3A, Shirley King, to the Director of
Xabia Bella, Raul Pastor Serra at the last (in 2010) U3A meeting.
This is not the first benevolent and supportive gesture that this well established association in Xabia, of over
900 members, has made.
In fact, we had previously received another donation of €1,800.
As the (then) International Relations representative on Jávea Council at that time, Doris Courcelles,
repeated her thanks to the group of people who “in a selfless manner help their fellow citizens without
expecting anything in exchange and demonstrated a magnificent example of integration and solidarity”.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH JAVEA U3A
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the magazine are details and photographs of excursions, classes and activities in which the patients
participated. There is a report and advice from the Psychologist, an explanation of the work and aims of the
Home, some brief details about various patients, a Xabia Bella recipe, horoscope and some beautiful poems
written by patients.
Paloma writes :

“ Let your hair down, Live your life with passion, Do not allow lack of affection,
Life only lasts a moment, Without you I cannot live”.

Fabian writes :

“I dreamt that fire was icy, I dreamt that the snow burned, In dreaming so many
impossible things, I dreamt that you loved me”.

Translation by Elizabeth Collins

